
Traditional Set Notes 

 

With all dances some dancers are more able than others. Your dancer may be able to cross 
more, cut higher, kick up at the back higher or have tighter rocks than in these videos. 
Dancers should always dance to the best of their ability but should keep the dance and 
footwork traditional.  

Dancing one of the non accepted versions will result in a score of one mark.  

An embellishment to one of the accepted versions will result in a score of fifty marks.  

There are no forward clicks in any version.  

All hornpipe timing set dances can be danced with all tips, all trebles or a mix of tips and 
trebles.  

A click sound can be made on the kick the heel movement. 

Foot can be twisted either way on the drum movement  

Extra tips/brushes that are not in the video are allowed  

St Patrick’s Day – V1 

This can be danced with the cut ups/swing ups in the step part as swing outs, as long as the 
rhythm of the dance is the same as in the video, this movement can also be performed 
without a tip at the start.  

Tips can be added before the cut movement  

The ‘hop on your heel’ movement can be danced as more of a cut rather than the knee up in 
a hop. The heel in this movement can be danced as a single heel or a drum in a more 
experienced dancer.  

There are no toes in this version.  

St Patrick’s Day – V2  

Every kick your heel movement should make a noise as the toe and heel of the shoes make 
contact (some are missing in the video)  

 

The Blackbird – V1 

Lead around must be danced clockwise  

The jump down movement at the beginning of the set must not be above hip height  

Before the front rock tips can be danced instead of two steps  

The set part can be danced with drums or just heels at the ‘hop and drum down and drum 
down and drum down’ section. These can be danced in either direction.  

The Blackbird – V2 



The straight leg kick out near the start of the step part should not be above hip height.  

 

Jockey to the Fair – V1 

Sevens can be performed with or without the stamp  

Jockey to the Fair – V2  

Tip overs instead of jump overs are accepted at the start of the dance 

Sevens can be performed with or without the stamp  

 

Job of Journeywork – V1 

The steps that are danced forwards in the lead may be danced out to the side (in out or out 
in)  

Steps before the box can be performed step out step in or step in step out  

There are two toes in the set part (toe and heel) any other toes are an embellishment  

In the set after the kick the heel towards the end of the dance you may step to the side 
without the tip  

 

Job of Journeywork – V2 

 

Garden of Daisies – V1 & V2 

Steps before the box can be performed step out step in or step in step out  

There are no toes  

In the lead you may step to the side without the tip after the treble kick heel 

 

King of the Fairies – V1 

Heels at the start can be danced in either direction  

There is only one toe during the set part (treble and toe stamp) no toes in the lead  

Set part can be danced straight with no turn  

King of the Fairies – V2 

Cork version of this traditional set dance. Dancers should kick the heel at the beginning of 
the step part, there are no toes in this set dance.  

 

White Blanket – V1 



Lead can be danced in a straight line without turning to the side  

The direction of the turn must be the same direction as the video (Right in the right foot, left 
on the left foot)  

Hit your heel or tip behind both accepted after the two jumps in the lead - no toes in the lead  

There are two toes towards the end of the set dance, no other toes in set  

The jump down movement at the beginning of the set must not be above hip height  

The drums at the end can be danced in front or out to the side  

 

White Blanket – V2 

 

Three Sea Captains – V1 

Tip overs instead of jump overs can be danced throughout  

Two tip downs or tip kick heel acceptable in lead  

The set part can be started with jump down or tip down  

The kick outs must not be above hip height  

After the kick outs you may dance three tips or two tips and a step (as in video)  

You may click backwards in the drag back movement  

The two boxes can be performed the traditional way with toes hitting at the front 

You may tip heel or treble faster before the drag backs if you are dancing a traditional box  

If you are performing the traditional box on the second box you may keep your right leg in 
front on right (rather then step behind as in video)  

At the very end of the dance you may do treble hop back step instead of hop back step 

 

Three Sea Captains – V2 

 

The Hunt – V1  

One kick the heel instead of two can be danced at the start of the dance 

In the lead you may step to the side without the tip after the treble kick heel  

There are no toes 

Step in or step out before box  

 


